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The modelling of debris flow initiation in slopes is addressed in this paper. First, possible factors governing
debris flow initiation are established. Then, a coupled hydro-mechanical model for deformable porous media
with two pore fluids that is used to assess the problem of the debris flow initiation in slopes is briefly
outlined. Various ways to identify failure and to approach the transition of the failed mass into a debris flow
are discussed in the framework of small strain theory and elasto-plastic behaviour. A parametric study was
carried out to evaluate the relative importance of the most commonly cited parameters that are assumed to
influence debris flow initiation. It was found that the slope angle is of minor importance in the development
of slope instability under loading due to internal water supply. Transient behaviour was found to be decisive,
and some critical combinations of water supply over time yielded situations that were likely to encourage the
onset of debris flow. The significant role of permeability as a function of the degree of saturation in relation to
the water supply is demonstrated. The proposed three-phase model is shown to be an adequate and
promising way to address debris flow initiation.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This paper is a contribution to the improved understanding of
debris flow initiation mechanisms and the prediction of the failure
location and initial debris volume. This information is essential in the
planning of preventative measures. The chosen methodology makes
use of numerical modelling with advanced geomechanical physics. In
order to develop a promising modelling strategy, accurate hypotheses
and suggestions concerning debris flow initiation, a brief review is
presented in the following sections.

1.1. Sources of information

1.1.1. Eye witnesses
Few people have ever claimed to have actually witnessed debris

flow initiation; however, in spite of the generally unfavourable
observation conditions (initiations most often take place in mountai-
nous regions during stormy periods) it has been possible to observe
debris flow initiation directly on slopes on some occasions. Johnson
and Rodine (1984) report some of these observations. In most cases, it
was observed that small parts of a slope failed first (on the order of
cubic meters), and the debris flow grew slowly while incorporating
other failed masses (see also Morton and Cambell, 1973). Only in very
few cases was it observed that the mass constituting the debris flow
failed as a whole (Williams and Guy, 1973).

1.1.2. Case studies
Many authors have conducted studies evaluating old debris flow

traces (Table 1). It is, however, extremely difficult to detect common
features amongall these events. This is primarily because of variations in
the circumstances of the occurrence of the debris flows and in the
material in question and also because of the differing focuses of the
reports.

1.1.3. Laboratory experiments
Some laboratory experiments concerning debris flow initiation or

similar mechanisms have been reported in the literature. Eckersly
(1990) conducted experiments on the failure of a coal pile and induced
failure by raising the water table. Experimental studies concerning
debris flow initiation have been conducted at the ETH Zürich by
Tognacca and Bezzola (1997, Tognacca, 1999), and experiments close to
real scale have been carried out by Iverson (1997). In both cases, failure
was provoked by adding water to an unsaturated soil mass.

1.2. Possible factors influencing debris flow initiation

1.2.1. Topography
One of themost-cited factors for debris flow initiation is topography.

One requirement for initiation is the availability of material that can be
mobilized. Depending on the circumstances, this can be a fine-grained
material, such as sand or gravel (Ellen and Fleming, 1987) or, as is often
observed in the Swiss Alps, a coarser material with a wide grain size
distribution (Rösli and Schindler, 1990).

The initiation zone of debris flows is often found on slopes with an
angle of more than 15° (Takahashi, 1991). There are numerous other
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proposals to identify typical topographic features of debris flow
initiation locations, e.g., Buchanan and Savigny (1990), Fannin and
Rollenson (1993), Johnson and Sitar (1990), Costa (1984), Johnson
and Rahn (1970), Takahashi (1980) or Statham (1976). All of these
studies observe different features in the topography of debris flow
initiation sites. Summarizing all these observations, one realizes that
topography seems to be an important feature in the initiation
mechanism, but there is no unique, sufficient and necessary pattern
for debris flow initiation.

1.2.2. Material parameters
Material parameters are also often studied in the context of debris

flow initiation. Many authors tend to establish correlations between
certain parameters and the occurrence of debris flows, e.g., Takahashi
(1991), who focused on the shear strength of thematerial, or Ellen and
Fleming (1987), who chose steady state and critical state parameters,
as did Anderson and Sitar (1995) and Lade (1993). Yet, intrinsic
parameters, such as density and porosity (Blijenberg, 1993) or the
plasticity index (Ellen and Fleming 1987) are also mentioned. Of
course, grain size distribution is a quantity analyzed in virtually all
field studies, but the numerous works do not point to common
features for comparable debris flows and locations.

1.2.3. State of stress
Some authors consider the initial state of stress in the affected slope

(Sassa et al.,1980). In this context, preconsolidationpressure is also cited
as an influential factor (Anderson and Sitar, 1991; Budhu, 1995).

1.2.4. Water
Water acts in numerous ways on the stability of slopes. Its

influence has been shown experimentally (Eckersly, 1990) and
numerically (Reid and Iverson, 1992). Local inhomogeneities (Hane-
berg, 1995) or highly permeable layers (Iverson and Reid, 1992) can
amplify its destabilizing effect. Some authors claim that the increase in
pore water pressure due to rainfall is a direct cause of debris flow
initiation (Reid et al., 1988; Rösli and Schindler, 1990; Haneberg, 1991;
Cojean, 1994). There are other mechanisms that are mentioned,
mainly in relation to the time behaviour of some water-dependent
quantities, such as water level changes, rainfall intensity or runoff
(Takahashi, 1981; Okimura, 1983; Suwa, 1989).

1.2.5. Others
There are additional factors mentioned in the literature that are

assumed to trigger debris flow initiation. Some of these are sudden
loading due to some event (Sassa, 1988; Harp and Jibson, 1996; Cojean
and Staub, 1998) or the transformation of existing slides in debris
flows for no apparent cause (Johnson and Rahn, 1970; Lee et al., 1988).
In high mountainous regions, permafrost may play a role in

destabilizing slopes during melting (Zimmermann and Häberli,
1992; Mortara et al., 1995; Dysli, 1998). As these cases seem to be
rather rare and not to represent typical debris flow initiation
mechanisms, but rather appear to be related to physical processes,
such as dynamics or phase change, they are disregarded in the
remainder of the document.

1.3. Summary

In order to make predictions of practical value, one has to answer
the following questions:

➢ where will the debris flow occur?
➢ when will it occur?
➢ what will be the affected volume?

Any model for the prediction of debris flow initiation should at
least in principal be able to answer these questions. Models that are
unable to provide that information will be of limited usefulness. It
would be advantageous to construct a model in a way that accounts
for all the above-mentioned features and possible factors or excludes
them based on physical reasons. This requires large model flexibility
and implies as few a-priori assumptions as possible.

A deterministic mechanical model based on continuummechanics
would meet these requirements if it incorporated pore fluid and non-
saturation effects, which is shown in this paper.

2. Mathematical model

A mathematical formulation of a coupled hydro-mechanical model
that will serve as a numerical approach to study debris flow initiation is
briefly presented. The relations and their application in the present
context are extensively discussed in Klubertanz (1999) and Klubertanz
et al. (1997, 2000). This model is based on continuum mechanics and
considers the soil as a deformable porous medium filled with two
immiscible pore fluids (water and gas); the mass and momentum
balance equations form a highly coupled, non-linear system. A brief
description of thismultiphasemodel is given below.Whenwater fills all
the voids, the mixture is called saturated. Otherwise it is unsaturated.

Themodel is based on the equilibrium andmass conservation of each
constituent (e.g., Hassanizadeh andGray (1979a,b), Schrefler et al.,1990).

2.1. General formulation

2.1.1. Momentum balance
The momentum balance for the three-phase mixture reads,

neglecting inertia terms:

∇•σ + ρg = 0 ð1Þ

whereσ is the (total) stress tensor, g the gravity vector and ρ the density
of themixturewithρ=(1−n)ρs+nSwρw+nSaρa. Note that here ρs, ρw

and ρa are the densities of solid, water and air, respectively. Sw and Sa are
the degrees of water and air saturation defined as the volume ratio of
water and air, respectively, divided by the total pore volume of the
control volume. Note that, throughout this paper, quantities related to
the solid, water or gas phases are denoted by the superscripts s,w and a,
respectively. Furthermore,∇· denotes the divergence operator.

The total stress is expressed as:

σ = −Swpw−ð1−SwÞpa + σ ′ ð2Þ

where σ′ is the effective stress and pw and pa are the pore water and
the pore air pressures, respectively. This relation corresponds to the
Bishop effective stress (Bishop, 1959; Schrefler, 1984) that is most
suitable for the modelling of the behaviour of soils under saturated
and unsaturated conditions (Nuth and Laloui, 2008; Laloui and Nuth,

Table 1
Selected case studies.

Authors Year Study

Studies covering numerous cases
Eisenbacher (1984) 137 events in Europe
Buchanan and Savigny (1990) 9 events in northern USA
Fannin and Rollenson (1993) 449 events on Queen Charlot Island
Blijenberg (1993) French alps
Rickenmann and Zimmermann (1993) 49 alpine valleys
Rickenmann (1995) 82 events in Switzerland
Wieczorek et al. (1997) 54 events in California

Studies focusing on one case
Johnson and Rahn (1970) State College, Pennsylvania, USA
Sassa (1984) Mt. Usu, Japan
Service hydrologique et geologique
national

(1995) Nant du Pissot, VD, Switzerland

Rovina (1995) Rittigraben, VS, Switzerland
Zimmermann (1994) Dorfbach Randa, Switzerland
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2009). It could be derived from thermodynamic considerations
(mixture theory) with the following hypotheses (Laloui et al.,
2003): incompressible solid grains as well as water phase, compres-
sible gas phase, perfect fluids and the phase separation concept.

2.1.2. Mass conservation
The combined mass balance equations for water/solid or air/solid

using Darcy's Law for both fluid phases:

n
Sw

∂Sw

∂s +
n
ρw

∂ρw

∂pw
� � ∂pw

∂t − n
Sw

∂Sw

∂s
∂pa

∂t +

∇•vs + ∇•
krwK
μw ð∇pw−ρwgÞ

� �
= 0

ð3Þ

for the water/solid mass balance and

n
1−Sw

∂Sw

∂s +
n
ρa

∂ρa

∂pa
� � ∂pa

∂t − n
1−Sw

∂Sw

∂s
∂pw

∂t +

∇•vs + ∇•
kraK
μa ð∇pa−ρagÞ

� �
= 0

ð4Þ

for the air/solid mass balance.
Here n denotes the porosity. The relative permeability krw of water is

assumed to be a function of the degree of water saturation and porosity,
with the relative permeability of air kra considered as a function of the
degree of saturation only (Seker, 1983). K is the intrinsic permeability,
and μw and μa are the dynamic viscosity of the water and air phases,
respectively. vs is the (Lagrangian) velocity of the solid skeleton and s
denotes thematrix suction (s=pa−pw). Anon-linear capillarypressure -
saturation relation is used (Seker, 1983).

2.1.3. Discretised system
The finite element formulation for the discrete approximation of

the partial differential equations governing the problem (Eqs. (1), (3)
and (4)) is then introduced. Using a standard Galerkin procedure and
an explicit Euler method for discretisation, one finds the following
system of equations:

Ldun + 1 + L
wdpwn + 1 + L

adpan + 1 = Fn + 1−∇•Tn−L
wpwn −L

apan

L
wTdun + 1 + ðMw + ΔtHwÞdpwn + 1 + N

wadpan + 1 = −ΔtHwpwn + F
w
n +1

L
aTdun + 1 + ðMa + ΔtHaÞdpan + 1 + N

awdpwn + 1 = −ΔtHapan + F
a
n + 1

ð5Þ

L is the stiffnessmatrix, Lwand La the liquid and gasflowmatrices, and F,
Fw, and Fa are themechanical,water andair loadingvectors, respectively.
T is the Cauchy stress tensor. The othermatrices are given inAppendix A.

The system of Eq. (5) is evaluated in a two-step approach. Based on
the results at time step n, the system of equations is solved and the
matrices are updated using the new values for stresses and pressures.
The solution at time step n+1 is found using the updatedmatrices. This
approach has proven to be stable and accurate for reasonably large
values of the time step ∇t. Convergence behaviour is generally good.

2.1.4. Constitutive model for unsaturated soils
The constitutive behaviour of soils is modelled using the Hiss-δ1

model, which was initially developed for saturated soils (Desai et al.,
1991) and extended to unsaturated soils Hiss-δ1unsat (Geiser et al., 2000)
to include the effects of suction onmechanical behaviour. Themodel has
two yield limits. The mechanical yield surface is formulated as:

F1≡
J2D
p2ref

− −αm
J′1 + R
pref

 !m

+ γ
J′1 + R
pref

 !2" #
Fs ð6Þ

where Fs = ½1−β⋅ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
27

p
=2⋅J3D⋅J−3=2

2D Þ�−0:5. J′1 is the first invariant of
the effective stress tensor (=3(p−pw), with p the mean total stress,

p=trσ; J2D and J3D are the second and the third invariant of the
deviatoric stress, respectively. pref is the atmospheric pressure andγ and
β are the final parameters related to the friction angle and the critical
pressure. αm is the hardening parameter related to the volumetric
plastic deformation and suction. m is the phase change parameter
related to the state of stress at which transition from compaction to
dilation occurs or at which the change in the volume vanishes. R is a
bonding stress parameter related to cohesion; it increases with suction
(as the cohesion increases with the suction) (Fig. 1, area 3):

RðsÞ = Rð0Þ forsbse
RðsÞ = Rð0Þ + r

ffiffi
s

p
fors≥se

�
ð7Þ

se is the suction air entry value, and r is a material parameter.
For hydric behaviour, the second yield limit F2 permits a

description of the behaviour of the mean effective stress (p′=trσ′)–
suction (s) plane:

F2≡− −αh
3s
pref

� �m

+ γ
3s
pref

� �2� �
Fs sbse ð8Þ

where αh is a hardening parameter.

3. Recognizing debris flow initiation

Before applying the presented mathematical model, some aspects
of the simulation of the debris flow initiation are discussed in the
following sections.

3.1. Stability criterion

All finite element small strain formulations become invalid after
the onset of failure and the development of large displacements. Thus,
the question of whether a given slope will actually fail numerically is
not easy to answer in the context of the proposed approach, since
failure cannot be calculated directly. Nevertheless, some indicators
show first the identification of zones that are likely to fail and second
the decision of whether there is a chance that the failed mass will
develop into a debris flow.

Possible instability indicators of failure are:

– Large shear stresses: shear stress failure is a classic failure mode in
soils. Stability (equilibrium) can be checked using a plastic criterion.

– Extensive displacements: intuitively one tends to identify the zone
of failure with the zone of largest displacements.

Fig.1.Mechanical yield limit in the shear stress (q≡ J2D) mean effective stress (p′=trσ′)
and suction (s) space.
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– Vanishing effective stress: a rising pore water pressure will reduce
the effective stress in the soil. Zones with full liquefaction are
identified as having failed.

– Large plastic strains: the occurrence of plastic strains does not
necessarily mean that the affected part of the slope will fail. There
is a rather large zone of moderate deformation between the onset
of plastic deformation and actual failure.

– Approaching the critical state line: when water is supplied to the
soil, the state of stress at a given point will change at a constant
shear stress, and the first invariant of the effective stress tensor will
decrease towards the critical state line.

– Numerical instability: the numerical divergence of the calculation
may indicate the physical instability of the slope.

– Value of the yield surface: the numerical value of the yield function
may serve as an indication for the safety margin in the slope.

Which of these criteria apply, alone or in combination with others,
must be decided based on comparisons of computed results with
laboratory experiments and field observations.

3.2. Transition to debris flow

A failing mass does not necessarily develop into a debris flow. It is
possible that it will develop into a slow-moving landslide andwill stop
after a short distance.

Mechanisms of transition from failing mass to debris flow are
generally unknown. Ellen and Fleming (1987) report three types of
mobilization and note that mobilization generally occurs at the toe of
the slope. Iverson et al. (1997) conducted large-scale experiments and
concluded that contractive soil behaviour plays a major role in debris
flowmobilization. Three possible mechanisms are assumed to control
the transition from failing mass to debris flow: strain-induced change
of pore water pressure, supply of runoff water and erosion.

– Strain-induced change of pore-water pressure: Depending on the
initial conditions, the soil may undergo two types of volumetric
changes: contraction or expansion (dilation). Very loose soils tend
to undergo a decrease in pore volume, while dense soils show
expansive behaviour. This will have consequences on the pore
water pressure under saturated and unsaturated conditions, since
the deformation rate will be large compared to typical flow
velocities in the soil; the behaviour can be considered to be un-
drained. Consequently, pore pressures will depend directly on the
volumetric strain of the soil, which implies that pore pressure will
increase rapidly in contractive soils. This will not be the case in
expansive (dilatant) soils. Sassa (1984) claims that this rise in pore
pressure is the main cause for fast-moving debris flows. Another
mechanism that may lead to contractive behaviour is structural
collapse. This can be observed for loose, unsaturated soils when
their degree of saturation is increased (wetting path, cf. Sassa,
1984). This can be modelled by the proposed approach (see
subsequent parametric studies).

– Supply of runoff water: Johnson and Rahn (1970) report observa-
tions concerning the transition of a landslide to a debris flow that
involves the incorporation (mixing) of surface water (runoff) into
the soil body. The debris flow occurs once a sufficient quantity of
water has been incorporated. In this case, the pore water content
may be an indicator of the transition towards debris flow.
Threshold indicators are, however, still uncertain (a possible
candidate is the liquid limit). The modelling of this phenomenon
is a problem of rapid, multi-phase non-Newtonian fluid flow and
cannot be considered using a small strain approach.

– Erosion: In some cases heavy erosion causes debris flows due to the
accumulationof theerodedmaterial (seee.g.MeyerandWells,1997, or
Griffiths et al.,1997). Simulatingerosionnecessitates the consideration
of eventswhich takeplaceoutside theoriginal calculationdomain, and
this cannot be treated with the present approach.

4. Parametric studies

The coupled hydromechanical model has been applied to a slope
stability problem in order to evaluate the influence of the above-
mentioned parameters on potential debris flow initiation situations.

4.1. Scenario

4.1.1. Geometry
Test calculations were made using two geometries: an infinite

slope (geometry 1, Fig. 2) and a more realistic slope geometry with
two horizontal plateaus (geometry 2, Fig. 3).

The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system is located in the
lower left corner of the calculation domain; points 1 to 3 are sampling
points for results. The slope angle, α, in geometry 1 varies and takes
the values 20°, 25° (standard case) and 30°.

4.1.2. Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions are given in Fig. 4. To keep the hydraulic

boundary conditions simple, a water supply in the slope body is
assumed to be present, and it is realized as imposed flow qw
(geometries 1 and 2) or constant pore water pressure pw (only for
geometry 1). This corresponds to a high permeability layer or a fissure
in the soil or bedrock, which is a rather common scenario in theories
concerned with debris flow initiation (e.g., Johnson and Rahn (1970),
Lee et al. (1988) or Iverson and Reid (1992)).

For geometry 1, the water supply is a square between the points
(11/4.5) and (14/6.5), and for geometry 2 it is between (11/5.7) and
(19/6.7). The temporal evolution of the influx is given in Fig. 5.

The water level is imposed 7 m below the surface at the left and right
boundaries for geometry 1, and for geometry 2, 5 m on the left (uphill)
side and 4 m below the surface on the right (downhill) side, if not stated
otherwise. In the case of geometry 1 this corresponds to a slope-parallel
water table, while for geometry 2 it leads to a highly unsaturated zone in

Fig. 2. Geometry 1 and finite elements mesh (note inclination of gravity vector g).

Fig. 3. Geometry 2 and finite elements mesh.

Fig. 4. Boundary conditions.
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the upper part of the slope. In the lower part thewater table is close to the
surface.

4.1.3. Constitutive law
The elasto-plastic law for unsaturated soils Hiss-δ1unsat is used if

not stated otherwise. Material parameters are given in Table 2.

4.1.4. Initial conditions
Initial conditions were generated by suddenly applying gravity.

The calculations continued until steady state conditions were reached
(all excess pore pressures dissipated). This statewas used as the initial
state for the test calculations.

4.1.5. Varied parameters
As detailed above, the following parameters could be of major

importance in the initiation of debris flows:

Geometry: influence of the inclination angle of an infinite slope
Material: its permeability and suction–saturation relation
Constitutive law: influence of the overall material behaviour
Initial conditions: variations in the initial water table
Boundary conditions: for varying hydrograms, showing different

infiltration times as well as maximum values

These parameters will be varied in the following calculations to
obtain an appreciation of their influence on the criteria discussed above

and consequently on their influence on debris flow initiation. The latter
will be assumed as soon as one of the above cited criteria is met.

4.2. Influence of slope angle

4.2.1. Data
The slope angle was varied and took the values=20° (Case 1), 25°

(Case 2) and 30° (Case 3). The other parameters of the simulation are
given in Table 2. The calculations were carried out using a linear elastic
material law.

4.2.2. Results
Figs. 6 and 7 show typical calculation results. In Fig. 6 the

calculated displacements at time t=500 s are presented. It can be
seen that, for the three cases, the displacements are somewhat
different from each other, especially in the upper part of the slope.
Nevertheless, it is surprising that the maximum displacement was
calculated for the lowest slope angle (Table 3). Almost no differences
were found for the pore water pressures (Fig. 7). It seems as if this
parameter, contrary to many statements found in the literature, was
only of minor importance in the given context. This coincides with
statements by Wieczorek et al. (1997) who correlated several
topographic parameters to the debris flow initiation but found that
no correlation existed with the slope angle.

Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of water influx.

Fig. 6. Displacement for the three cases when t=500 s.
Table 2
Material parameters.

Parameter Value Unit

Solid skeleton
Grain density 2650 kg/m3

Porosity 0.415
Intrinsic permeability 8·10−12 m2

Fluid properties
Water density 1000 kg/m3

Water viscosity 1.0·10−3 Pa/s
Water compressibility 4.5·10−10 1/Pa
Air density 1.0 kg/m3

Air viscosity 1.8·10−5 Pa/s
Air compressibility 1.2·10−5 1/Pa

Elastic parameters
E-modulus 43·106 Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.46

Plastic parameters
γ 0.0425
β 0.58
m 3.1
αm 2.59·10−7

r −15
Fig. 7. Pore water pressure vs. time at the two points indicated in Fig. 2 for the three
different cases.
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4.3. Influence of permeability

4.3.1. Data
Calculations for two different values for the geometric permeability K

were carried out: K=8×10−12 m2 (Case 1), and K=8 ×10−13 m2

(Case 2). Table 4 gives the other parameters used in the simulation.

4.3.2. Results
Typical results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The shear stress zone

near the surface is more pronounced in Case 2, as can be seen in Fig. 8.
Also, the form of this zone of shear stress is significantly different in
both cases. Moreover, it can be said that the overall reaction is much
more intense but also much more localized for low permeability
(Fig. 9). However, Case 1 developed a shear stress larger zone with
higher maximal values, showing a steeper gradient at its limits. Such
zones under tension will fail as cohesion vanishes, which is a
mechanism that has been put forward by Sassa (1984).

4.4. Influence of the degree of saturation

4.4.1. Data
A change in the suction–saturation relation causes a change in the

degree of saturation for constant capillary pressures (Table 5). A
steeper relation with a more rapid transition from the saturated to
highly unsaturated state corresponds to a coarser material and a
smoother transition and a high degree of saturation, even for
relatively high capillary pressures, is characteristic of finer grained
materials. Two suction–saturation relations were tested here. The
corresponding relationships are represented graphically in Fig. 10.

4.4.2. Results
Figs.11 and 12 illustrate the results obtained in this case. Once again,

one notes that a lower degree of saturation (Case 1) coincides with a

Table 3
Overview slope angle.

Parameter Value

Geometry 1
Angle α Variable
Imposed flow qw=2·10−4m3/(m2 s)
Time scale tmax=1000s
Constitutive law Linear elastic

Table 4
Overview permeability.

Parameter Value

Geometry 2
Slope angle α 25°
Imposed flow qw=2·10−4 m3/(m2 s)
Time scale tmax=1000s
Constitutive law Hiss-δ 1unsat

Fig. 8. Shear stress at time t=500s (½tmax).

Fig. 9. Horizontal stress at time t=500s (½tmax) (detail).

Table 5
Overview suction–saturation relation.

Parameter Value

Geometry 2
Slope angle α 25°
Imposed flow qw=3.2·10−5 m3/(m s)
Time scale tmax=1000 s
Constitutive law Hiss-δ1unsat

Fig. 10. Suction–saturation relation for Cases 1 and 2.

Fig. 11. Degree of saturation at time t=0 for both materials.

Fig. 12. Displacements at time t=500 s (½tmax).
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more violent reaction and higher rigidity. The gradient of displacement
at the limit of the zone of high displacement is muchmore pronounced,
even if the displacement itself ismore important in Case 2. In Case 2, the
typical headscarp form is distinguishable at the slope surface.

4.5. Influence of the soil behaviour

4.5.1. Data
The influence of the soil type behaviour was examined by testing

an elastic (Case 1) and an elasto-plastic case with the Hiss-δ1unsat
model (Case 2). Table 6 gives the conditions of the simulations.

4.5.2. Results
Figs. 13 and 14 present the results of the two simulations. Fig. 14

shows a zone of concentrated displacement in the case of the elasto-

plastic model. This zone coincides with the plasticized zone. These
features were not found using the elastic model. Divergence was also
found in the calculated pore pressures. The higher pore water pressures
were found in the elastic case; the divergence in the pressures started at
the onset of plastification. This highlights the necessity of applying a
material model that corresponds to the true material behaviour and
takes into account governing parameters. The calculated reaction to the
loadingwas completely different in both cases, and conclusions on slope
stability and debris flow initiationwill not be the same in the two cases;
the displacement pattern ismuchmore critical in the elasto-plastic case.

4.6. Influence of water level

4.6.1. Data
A commonly-cited influential factor in the context of debris flow

initiation is the position of the water level and, consequently, the size of
the unsaturated zone. To study this effect, the ground water table in
geometry 1was assumed to take the positions 0 m (Case 1), 5 m (Case 2)
and 7 m (Case 3) below the surface (Table 7). The parameters used in the
simulations are given in Table 9.

4.6.2. Results
Typical results are shown in Figs. 15, 16 and 17. The pore water

pressures at time t=500 s are presented in Fig. 15. They represent a
stationary situation after the onset of loading (Fig. 17). It should be
emphasized that maximum displacements were not observed for the
saturated case (see Fig. 16) but for the case with the water level at
−5 m. This coincides with the previous observation that a critical
combination of undersaturation and loading leads to the most
disadvantageous results.

4.7. Influence of timing of the water supply

4.7.1. Data
Two different cases were studied. First, three calculations were

made using the same maximum value of infiltration rate, but at
different infiltration times tmax (Cases 1 to 3). In a second group, three
calculations with different infiltration times and different maximum

Table 6
Overview constitutive law.

Parameter Value

Geometry 2
Slope angle α 25°
Imposed flow qw=2·10−4 m3/(m2 s)
Time scale tmax=1000 s
Constitutive law Varied

Fig. 13. Pore water pressures at points 2 and 3.

Fig. 14. Displacement at time t=750 s.

Table 7
Overview water level.

Parameter Value

Geometry 1
Slope angle α 25°
Imposed pressure pw=105 Pa
Time scale Stationary
Constitutive law Hiss-δ1unsat

Fig. 15. Pore water pressures for Cases 1–3 when t=500s.
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values of infiltration rate were executed such that the overall
infiltrated water quantity was the same in the three cases (Cases 4
to 6) (see Tables 8 and 9).

4.7.2. Results
One can see that Case2 yields themost critical slope reaction, despite

the fact that morewater was supplied in Case 3 (Figs.18 and 19); Case 2
results in higher pore pressures and larger displacements at the surface

than all the other cases. If one assumes a relation between precipitation
andwater supply, as in the given example, the observations of intensity–
duration thresholds are partially confirmed: water supply over a short
time range is, for the same intensity, less destabilizing thanover a longer
time. However, it is also found that Case 3 shows a reaction that is more
similar to Case 1 than to Case 2. The successive saturation and
consequent increase in permeability of the slope probably allows for a
smoother reaction due to the (slow) water supply, even if the overall
quantity is higher. This confirms the above observations once more.

The supply of an equal overall volume yields the results given in
Fig. 20. The supplied overall volume was 1.2 m3 and was therefore 250%
higher than the minimum volume of the first series (Cases 1 to 3). It is
clear from the figure that themost rapid supply causes the most intense
reaction. Apparently, the combination water supply/permeability is
located in the critical range, and a pronounced slope reactionwas caused.

4.8. General discussion

The influence of some of themost-cited parameters in relationwith
debris flow initiation has been studied. As could be expected, no single
parameter that alone governs the phenomenon could be identified. It
seems that a critical combination of permeability and water supply
must occur to create instability. This has been found for several of the

Fig. 17. Water pressure at point 2 vs. time.

Table 9
Varied parameters.

Case no tmax

1 tmax=1000 s
2 tmax=10,000 s, qw=2·10−4

3 tmax=100,000 s
4 tmax=1000 s, qw=5·10−4

5 tmax=10,000 s, qw=5·10−5

6 tmax=100,000 s, qw=5·10−6

Fig. 18. Displacement at time t=½tmax for Cases 1 to 3.

Fig. 19. Pore water pressure for Cases 1 to 3 vs. time at points 1 and 21.

Table 8
Overview water supply.

Parameter Value

Geometry 1
Slope angle α 25°
Imposed flow qw=2·10−4 m3/(m2 s)
Time scale Variable
Constitutive law Hiss-δ1unsat

Fig. 16. Displacements for Cases 1 to 3 when t=500s.

1 The different values of the water pressure at time t=10s are due to the temporal
variation in the water supply. The initial conditions at time t=0 (not represented in
Fig. 19) are identical.
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calculations presented, independent of the way the relation changed.
For example, different materials expressed by the geometric perme-
ability or the suction–saturation relation, the degree of saturation, the
water level or the intensity of thewater supply can all cause instability.
If less water is supplied over a short period, the unsaturated soil may
easily absorb the water. If large quantities of water are supplied over a
long time span with a relatively slow increase in the supply rate, the
unsaturated soil slowly becomes saturated; this yields a water
permeability increase and the supplied water can be drained away
more easily. In an intermediate situation, where water is supplied too
rapidly to allow for saturation and drainage and where the supplied
quantity exceeds the storage capabilities of the soil, high pore
pressures develop and the slope is prone to instability.

This observation presents no contradiction with existing models
for debris flow initiation in slopes. Intensity–duration thresholds
partly cover the above observations (Caine, 1980) and correlations
with hydraulic quantities, such as the acceleration of the water level
movement, support the above statements. Additionally, correlations
between topographic parameters and initiation, such as slope
geometry and contributing surfaces, can be understood in that way.

The above resultsmay partially explain the problems encountered by
Iverson et al. (1997) in the calculation of their experiments: they did not
consider coupling or transient behaviour,which are twopoints thatwere
found to be essential. The important role of pore pressure is confirmed;
the stress paths stated by Anderson and Sitar (1995) or Lee et al. (1988)
are reproduced (see also Klubertanz, 1999). The observations and
conclusions by Sassa (Sassa et al., 1980, Sassa, 1984, ) are confirmed
insofar as the destabilizing effect of a loss of suction is clearly visible.

5. Conclusions

A coupled solid–fluid hydromechanical model for unsaturated
porous media was applied for debris flow initiation problems. It was
shown that the model is applicable and able to provide indications for
slope instabilities. It was found that the slope angle is only of minor
importance when the internal water supply is the driving mechanism.
The transient behaviour of the water supply seems to be a critical
parameter; the time evolution of the infiltration flux seems to bemore
critical than the maximum value of the water supply. This may be due
to a critical combination of the parameters supply and permeability. It
seems, therefore, that transient behaviour should not be disregarded
in studying debris flow initiation and that water supply should be
correlated with the permeability of the soil as a function of its actual
degree of saturation.

Based on those results, some conclusionsmay be drawn. Concerning
the simulation of debris flow initiation in slopes, it should be noted that

• a coupled three-phase approach is necessary
• advanced material models, including mechanical and hydric hard-
ening, should be used.

This modelling approach meets all the requirements mentioned
above and has been shown to be applicable and yield good and
innovative results.

With regard to debris flow initiation, the role of the hydraulic
behaviour of the soil and in particular the transient-unsaturated
behaviour is found to be dominant. If one wants to identify one
governing parameter, in spite of the evident complexity of the process,
this might be the material permeability. This parameter is subject to
variations due to the degree of saturation or other effects and has a
relationship with the water supply. However, the time-dependent
water supply must be considered.

To validate the application of the abovemodel with real debris flow
situation may not be possible because, to the knowledge of the
authors, there is no instrumented site or large-scale experiment that
has the potential to provide the necessary data.
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Appendix A

The matrices in Eq. (5) given in detail using standard finite
elements notation:
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